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Abstrakt
Názov Kalibrácia hadrónového kalorimetra TileCal experimentu ATLAS
Abstrakt: Cieľom presnej kalibrácie kalorimetra je získať čo najlepšiu závislosť
medzi odozvou kalorimetra a energiou incidentnej častice. Rôzne druhy častíc interagujú prostredníctvom rôznych typov interakcií s prostredím. Preto sú kalorime
tre optimalizované na detekciu jedného druhu častíc (elektromagnetické častice
alebo hadróny). V rámci súčasných experimentov fyziky vysokých energií, kedy
detektory dosahujú gigantických rozmerov, kalorimetre zastávajú dve dôležité
funkcie:
• slúžia na meranie energie spŕšok metódou úplnej absorpcie,
• rekonštruujú smer spŕšok častíc po ich interakcii s prostredím kalorimetra.
K zhoršeniu rozlišovacej schopnosti hadrónového kalorimetra prispieva nekompenzovanosť jeho odozvy na hadróny a elektromagnetické častice (e, ^). Zazna
menáva viac energie od elektrónov ako od piónov tej istej nominálnej energie. Pri
budovaní experimentu ATLAS sa prototypy Tile kalorimetra kalibrovali pomocou
Cs a následne boli testované pomocou kalibračných zväzkov častíc (e, ^, n). Práca
je zameraná na vyhodnotenie odozvy od miónového kalibračného zväzku exper
imentu ATLAS. Cieľom práce je stanovenie korekčných faktorov na kalibračné
konštanty získané z primarnej kalibrácie kalorimetra céziom pre koncový moduly
TileCal kalorimetra. Moduly Tile kalorimetra pozostávajú z troch vrstiev A, BC
a D. Korekčný faktor kalibračnej konštaty pre A vrstvu bol stavený pomocou
zväzku elektrónov strieľaným pod 20° uhlom. Mióny su použité na stanovenie
korekčných faktorov pre zvyšné dve vrstvy koncového modulu kalorimetra, kde
elektróny danej energie nepreniknú.
Kľúčové slová: Kalorimeter, Kalibrácia, Miónový zväzok

The LHC project
CERN, the European Organization for Nuclear research was founded in 1954
in the northwest suburbs of Geneva on the Franco-Swiss border. Currently the
world's largest particle physics center, it includes 20 member states.
Within CERN is the large Hadron Collider (LHC), which when completed will
be the largest and most energetic particle accelerator in existence [1]. The LHC
is synchrotron collider designed to collide protons with a center-of-mass energy
of 14 TeV. The LHC has been installed in the existing tunnel, which had been
used until 2000 by Large Electron-positron Collider (LEP). The first single beam
events were measured on 10th of September 2008. The next operation period is
expected to start in October 2009.

1.1

Design parameters of LHC

The LHC is a superconducting proton synchrotron, installed in the existing 27
km long tunnel, which was used by Large Electron-positron Collider. LHC will
accelerate two beams of protons (or heavy ions) in opposite directions. The par
ticles will be accelerated in several steps by existing machines. Firstly, a linear
accelerator Linac will boost protons to kinetic energy 50 MeV, then the Proton
Synchrotron Booster (PSB) will accelerate protons up to 1.8 GeV. The Proton
Synchrotron (PS) will accelerate them up to 26 GeV. In the end, the Super Proton
Synchrotron (SPS) will provide 450 GeV protons for the injection to the LHC.
An overview of the CERN accelerator facilities can be seen in Fig. (1.1).
The acceleration of the charged particles up to TeV energy requires many large
superconducting magnets. In the LHC there are installed 1232 dipole magnets,
keeping the beams on their circular path and 392 quadrupole magnets which
are used for beam focusing. The superconducting magnets are cooled by super
fluid helium (96 tonnes) to the operating temperature 1.9K at which a maximum

operational field of 8.4 T can be reached. Construction of magnets with desired
parameters is a serious technical challenge.
The production of particles during collisions is a statistical process and its
rate (R) is expressed by the following formula:
R = (7Ľ

(1.1)

where a is the cross section (dependent on the type of particles and their energy)
and L is luminosity. The luminosity L depends on the beam parameters:
1 N 2f
L = - , ---------—
4n a%ayt

,

,

( 1.2)

where:
N - the number of protons per bunch,
—- the fraction of bunch positions containing protons,
t - the time between bunches,
ax and ay - transverse dimensions of the Gaussian beam profiles [2].

1.2

Experiments at LHC

There are four main and several smaller experiments at the LHC accelerator:
A T L A S1[5], CM S2[6], ALICE3[7], LHCb4[8], T O T E M 5, LHCf6. Each experiment
is distinct, characterized by its unique particle detector.
ATLAS and CMS are large experiments and primarily deal with interactions
of proton-proton beams. They will investigate a wide range of physics, including
the search for the Higgs boson, extra dimensions, and particles that could con
stitute the dark matter. They have similar physical goals but different technical
solutions and designs for their detectors’ magnet systems.
ALICE is specialized on heavy ions P b-Pb collisions. These interactions should
create a state of matter called quark-gluon plasma, which probably existed just
after the Big Bang when the Universe was still extremely hot. ALICE is focused
on studying the quark-gluon plasma as it expands and cools, observing how it
progressively gives rise to the particles that constitute the matter of our Universe
today.
LHCb focuses on the measurement of CP violation in interactions of Bhadrons.
1ATLAS-A Toroidal LHC Apparatus
2CMS-The Compact Muon Solenoid
3ALICE-A Large Ion Collider Experiment
4LHCb- Large Hadron Collider beauty
5T O T E M - TOTal Elastic and diffractive cross section Measurement
6LHCf- Large Hadron Collider forward

Two experiments, T O TE M and LHCf, are much smaller in size. They are de
signed to focus on ‘ forward particles’ (protons or heavy ions). The T O TE M Ex
periment will measure the total pp cross-section with the luminosity-independent
method and study elastic and diffractive scattering at the LHC. It includes detec
tors housed in specially designed vacuum chambers called ’Roman pots’ , which
are connected to the beam pipes in the LHC. Eight Roman pots will be placed
in pairs at four locations near the collision point of the CMS experiment.
The LHCf experiment uses forward particles created inside the LHC as a
source to simulate cosmic rays in laboratory conditions. Studying how collisions
inside the LHC cause similar cascades of particles will help scientists to inter
pret and calibrate large-scale cosmic-ray experiments that can cover thousands
of kilometers. Detectors used by LHCf are positioned near the ATLAS detector.

Figure 1.1: Layout of CERN accelerator complex.

The ATLAS experiment
The ATLAS detector is an experiment focused on proton-proton collisions and
designed to investigate a wide range of physical processes at LHC. The detector
reaches 45 m in length and of 22 m in height and weights about 7000 t. It is de
signed to operate at a luminosity of 1034 cm - 2s-1 and a bunch-crossing frequency
of 25 ns. Because of various particle interactions occurring in the detector a very
complex detection system is required.

Figure 2.1: Cut-away view of the ATLAS detector with its the coordinate system
[5].

2.1

Purpose of ATLAS

The structure of the ATLAS detector follows the typical principles of modern high
energy general purpose detectors. It is nominally forward-backward symmetric
with respect to the interaction point. The search for the Standard Model Higgs
boson has been used as a benchmark to establish the performance of important
sub-systems of ATLAS.
The major goal of the ATLAS is search of Higgs boson which plays crucial
role in Higgs mechanism.
Several new models propose the existence of extra dimensions leading to a
characteristic energy scale of quantum gravity in the TeV region. In terms of ex
perimental signatures, this could lead to the emission of gravitons which escape
into extra dimensions and therefore generate Emiss, or Kaluza-Klein excitations
which manifest themselves as Z-like resonances with ~ TeV separations in mass.
Other experimental signatures could be anomalous high-mass di-jet production,
and miniature black-hole production with spectacular decays involving equal pro
duction of fundamental final states such as jets, leptons, photons, neutrinos, W ’s,
and Z ’s.
The nature of proton-proton collisions imposes another difficulty. QCD jet
production cross-sections dominate over the rare processes mentioned above, re
quiring the identification of experimental signatures characteristic of the physics
processes in question, such as ETptss or secondary vertices. Identifying such fi
nal states for these rare processes imposes further demands on the integrated
luminosity needed, and on the particle-identification capabilities of the detector.

2.2

ATLAS coordinate system

The origin of the ATLAS coordinate system is the interaction point. The z-axis
is defined as the beam axis. The x-axis is perpendicular to the beam axis and
points to the centre of the LHC ring. The y-axis is perpendicular to the other
two axes and points upwards. The coordinate system is shown in Fig. (2.1). The
positive z-direction is defined as side A, the negative z-direction as side C. The
azimuthal angle 0 is measured around the z-axis and the polar angle Q is the
angle from the z-axis. The pseudorapidity is defined as:
Q
n = — lntan - ,

(2.1)

In the high energy limit compared to the particle mass the pseudorapidity is equal
to the rapidity:
1 , E + pz
y = - In —------- ,
y
2
E - P z,

(2.2)

where pz is the component of the momentum along the beam direction.

2.3

The ATLAS detector overview

The ATLAS detector is composed of several subdetector systems: Inner detector,
Calorimetric Systems and the Magnet System surrounded by the Muon Spec
trometer. In the centre of the detector there is the Inner detector inserted into
magnetic field of 2T provided by Central Solenoid magnet (CS). The inner de
tector is surrounded by Liquid Argon (LAr) electromagnetic calorimeter and
hadronic calorimeters. All these components are surrounded by the Muon Spectromer with its superconducting air-core toroid magnet system which consists of
26 m long barrel part and two end-caps at each end of barrel.

Figure 2.2: Part of an event seen over a cross section of the ATLAS detector.
This image helps to explain how ATLAS detects different types of particles.

Modern particle physics apparatus consists of layers of sub-detectors, each
specializing in a particular type of particle or property, as shown in Fig. (2.2):
- Electrons (e±) leave a track in the inner detector and are finally absorbed
in the electromagnetic parts of the calorimeters.
- Photons are invisible in the inner detector (can detect only charge particle).
Their energy is absorbed in the electromagnetic calorimeters.
- Hadrons are particles containing quarks and gluons, e.g. p, n and n. They
are tracked in the inner detector and lose part of their energy in the elec
tromagnetic calorimeter, but major part of energy is absorbed by hadronic
calorimeter.
- As muons are charged, they leave a track in the inner detector. Moreover,
they are compatible with minimum ionising particles. Therefore, they are
mostly able to cross the inner detector and the calorimeters. Their momen
tum is then measured in the muon chambers.
- Neutrinos (v), particles that escape undetected because they interact via
the weak force only give rise to a missing transverse momentum signal.

2.3.1

Inner detector

The Inner Detector consists of three types of detectors [4]: Pixel Detector, Sil
icon Strip Detector (SCT) and Transition Radiation Tracker (T R T ). The Inner
Detector is shown in Fig. (2.3). Combination of two different high resolution semi
conductor detectors and tracking detector results in a robust pattern recognition,
momentum and vertex measurements and electron identification. The outer ra
dius of The Inner Detector cavity is 115 cm and its length is 7 m. It is divided
to three parts: one barrel part and two end-caps on either side. The layout of the
Inner Detector provides a full tracking coverage for n < 2.5.

2.3.2

The ATLAS calorimeter system

The ATLAS calorimeters consists of electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters
with full axial symmetry. The electromagnetic calorimeter is a liquid-argon de
tector situated closest to the beam line. The hadronic calorimeter consists of
scintillator tiles and the absorber medium is steel in the central region, in the
forward region the hadronic calorimeter is also composited of LAr (see Table ? ? ).
The calorimeters play a leading role in the reconstruction of physics channels
of prime interest. The energies of electrons, photons and hadrons are all mea-

Figure 2.3: Left: Drawing showing the sensors and structural elements of Inner
Detector: the beryllium beam-pipe, the three cylindrical silicon-pixel layers with
individual sensor elements, the four cylindrical double layers (one axial and one
with a stereo angle of 40 mrad) of barrel silicon-microstrip sensors (SCT) of
pitch 80 ^m, and approximately 36 axial straws of 4mm diameter contained in
the barrel transition-radiation tracker modules within their support structure.
Right: A schematic plan of Inner Detector subsystems.

sured in the calorimeters. In particular, the energy of jets (bundles of particles
arising from quarks or gluons) can be measured. Particles that leave the detector
undetected (for example neutrinos) give rise to a missing transverse momentum
signal (Emiss). Thus, also the determination of Emiss requires reliable calorimeter
energy measurements.
Calorimeter component
ElectroMagnetic Barrel (EMB)
ElectroMagnetic End-cap Calorimeter (EMEC)
Long Barrel (LB)

n
0 < |n| < 1.5
1.4 < In| < 2.5
0 < |n| < 1

Extended Barrel (EB)

0.8 < |n| < 1.5

Hadronic End-cap Calorimeter (HEC)

1.5 < |n| < 3.2

Forward Calorimeter (FCal)

3.1 < |n| < 4.9

Table 2.1: The ATLAS calorimeters cover the range of pseudorapidity.
Because of the ATLAS calorimeters cover range |n| < 4.9 its hermecity is very
good. An overview of the calorimetric system of ATLAS is depicted in Fig. (2.4).

The A T L A S Electromagnetic Liquid Argon Calorimeter
The ATLAS Electromagnetic Liquid Argon Calorimeter (LAr) is divided into a

Tile barrel

Tile extended barrel

Figure 2.4: An overview of the ATLAS calorimeter system with Inner Detector.
Scetsh shown
barrel part (|n| < 1.46) and two end-caps (1.4 < |n| < 3.2) which are each divided
into two coaxial wheels. It is housed in in three cryostats, one barrel and two endcaps. The barrel cryostat contains the electromagnetic barrel calorimeter, whereas
the two end-cap cryostats each contain an electromagnetic end-cap calorimeter
(EMEC) a hadronic end-cap calorimeter (HEC), located behind the EMEC, and
a forward calorimeter (FCal). All these calorimeters use liquid argon as the active
detector medium.
It is a lead-liquid argon sampling calorimeter with absorber made of steel
coated lead separated by honey comb spacers. An accordion geometry of LAr

Detector component
EM calorimeters

Energy resolution A E /E [G eV ]
H

Sampling fraction

© 0.7%

EMB

16 - 20%

EMEC

7 - 10%

hadronic calorimeter
barrel and end-cap
forward calorimeter

© 3%
iool © 10%

depends on energy
depends on angle

Table 2.2: Design energy resolution and sampling fraction of the ATLAS calorime
ter system

Sampling

a

n

A 0 ( # of electrodes)

Depth in X 0

Front

0.025/8

2n/64 (16)

2.5 - 4.5

Middle

0.025

2n/256 (4)

16.5 - 19

Back

0.05

2n/256 (4)

1.4 - 7

Table 2.3: Granularity of the sampling of the EBC

modules eliminates projective azimuthal cracks that contribute to the constant
term of the electromagnetic energy resolution. The sketch of a LAr module is
shown in Fig. (2.5).
Cells in Layer 3
A<pxAr| = 0.0245>0 05

Figure 2.5: Sketch of module of the EMB [10]. Three different longitunal layers
as well as the granularity in n and 0 are shown.

The A T L A S Hadronic Calorimeters
The ATLAS Hadronic Calorimeters consist of two different detector technologies.
Within the ATLAS Hadronic Calorimeters there are the tile calorimeter (TileCal), the liquid-argon hadronic end-cap calorimeter (HEC) and the liquid-argon
forward calorimeter (FCal). In the end-cap compartments of the calorimeter sys
tem, the hadronic calorimeter section uses liquid argon as the active medium. The
central part of calorimeter, TileCal uses plastic-scintillator sampling calorimetry.
TileCal is a non-compensated sampling calorimeter with a steel absorber and
scintillating tiles as active material. It covers the pseudorapidity range of |n| < 1.6.
Its major role is jet identification and jet energy and direction measurement. An
important characteristic of TileCal is its layout of scintillating tiles which are

perpendicular to the colliding beam and staggered in depth. TileCal is subdivided
into a long barrel, 5.8m in length, and two extended barrels, 2.6m in length, each
having an inner radius of 2.28m and an outer radius of 4.25 m. Each barrel
consists of 64 modules, made of steel plates and scintillating tiles which heve a
ratio by volume of approximately 4.7:1. The geometry is sketched in Fig. (2.6).
Detailed information about TileCal can be found in (3 ).

Figure 2.6: Principle of the Tile Calorimeter design and the optical readout of the
tile calorimeter are integrated together. The various components of the optical
readout, namely the tiles, the fibres and the photomultipliers, are shown.

2.3.3

Muon Spectrometer

The ATLAS muon spectrometer measures the magnetic deflection of muon tracks
in the three large superconducting air-core toroid magnets. The magnetic field
for the Muon Spectrometer can be divided into three parts with three different
sources.
- Barrel region (|n| < 1.0); magnetic field of 5T is produced by the barrel
toroid.
- End-cap region (1.4 < |n| < 2.7); field is produced by two end-cap toroids.
- Transition region (1.0 < |n| < 1.4); field is produced by both magnetic fields
mentioned above.

Calorimeters and the ATLAS
calorimeter system
Calorimeters in particle physics are blocks of material designed to measure the
energy of incident particles. The incident particle deposits all its energy in a par
ticular area of calorimeter that is defined as a readout cell and then is absorbed.
These interactions can produce a cascade of secondary particle with progressively
degraded energy. The charged particles of this showers induce a measurable signal
in the calorimeter. The readout cells collect and translate it into an electronic
signal. The readout system of calorimeters is usually based on light detection.
Calorimeters can be classified according to the type of particles for which they
are optimized.
- Electromagnetic calorimeters
- Hadronic calorimeters
Electromagnetic calorimeters are designed to measure mainly electrons and pho
tons, while hadronic calorimeters are designed to measure mainly hadrons (pions,
protons,...) or jets (a group of hadrons produced via strong interaction by a sin
gle quark or gluon). In an experiment the electromagnetic calorimeter is situated
inside of the hadronic one. Because the material density of the electromagnetic
calorimeter is much smaller than the density of the hadronic calorimeter, the
hadrons traverse the electromagnetic calorimeter and then are absorbed in the
hadronic calorimeter. The second classification of calorimeters is associated with
their design.
- Homogeneous calorimeters
- Sampling calorimeters

Homogeneus calorimeters are made of one type material in which the energy of
particles is absorbed and an signal produced. The sampling calorimeters consist
of two different materials, an absorber used as passive medium and a detector
used as active medium, which are installed in alternating layers. The passive
medium is usually high-density material, such as iron, cooper, lead or uranium.
The active medium generats light or charge when charged particle pass through it.
This section focused on the calorimeters based on scintillation light or ionization
charge as the source of the signal.
An important parameter characterizing the sampling calorimeters is the sam
pling fraction. It is defined as ratio of the energy deposited by minimum ionizing
particles (mip) in the active layers of calorimeter and total energy deposited by
such particles in the calorimeter
f

=

!samp

dE/dx\act
dE/dx^ct + dE/dx\paS

( . )

The sampling fraction for muons can be determined by Monte Carlo simulation.

3.1

Energy resolution of calorimeters

The energy resolution of a calorimeter E , with a error of the energy measurement
is given by:
a

a

b

E = TE © E © c

(3'2>

where © indicates the quadratic sum. The a/V E term is called stochastic term,
the b/E term noise term and c term constant term.

Stochastic term
The stochastic term represents the fluctuations related to the development of
the shower [2] [11]. Homogeneous calorimeters have a very small stochastic term
because the whole shower is absorbed in the active medium of the calorimeter.
While, sampling calorimeter have a much bigger value of stochastic term, because
the energy deposited in active material can fluctuated from event to event. This
effect is called sampling fluctuation and it can be described with the following
equation.
= tt\Jd/fsamp

(3.3)

Theoretically, the sampling fluctuations can be reduced by two different ways.
1. by increasing the sampling fraction

2. by increasing the sampling frequency
In the first case, the amount of active material in the volume in which the showers
develop is increased. This implies calorimeters in practice. In the second case, the
number of independent active elements sampling the showers is increased for a
fixed sampling fraction.
Noise term
The noise term is caused by instrumental effects. It depends on the noise of
the electronic readout chain. Calorimeters based on the collection of scintillating
light can have a lower noise term than detectors based on the collection of charge.
Methods like signal shaping and optimal filtering can help to reduce the noise
term.
Constant term
The constant term includes effects such as calibration errors, non-linearities, non
uniformities temperature gradients, etc. All contributions to the constant term
are independent of the particle energy. Usual values of the constant term are
about of 1% or smaller. This component sets the limit for the performance at
very high energies.

3.2

The Tile Calorimeter

The hadronic calorimeter of ATLAS (TileCal) is a sampling calorimeter using
steel as the passive medium and scintillating tiles as the active medium. Almost
half a million scintillating tiles of 11 different trapezoidal sizes were needed to
instrument all of ATLAS’s 192 Tile Calorimeter modules, Fig. (2.6). Their di
mensions vary from 200 mm to 400 mm in length and from 100 to 200 mm in
width. All are 3 mm thick. A total of approximately 460,000 scintillating tiles
were required for the Tile Calorimeter, half in the barrel, one quarter in each of
the extended barrel sections, and a small number in the ITC (Intermediate Tile
Calorimeter). Each tile has two holes, 9 mm in diameter, through the surface for
the passage of steel tubes in which a 137Cs radioactive source is moved during
the calibration runs.
Ionising particles crossing the tiles induce the production of ultraviolet scintil
lating light in the base material (polystyrene) and this light is converted to visible
light by wavelength-shifting fluors. Wavelength-shifting fibres collect scintillation
light at the both edges of each tile. The fibres are grouped together and coupled
to the P M T ’s which are glued into the fibre-insertion tube housed at the outer
edge of each module. The layout the readout cell geometry is shown in Fig. (3.1).

Compartment

Long Barrel

Extended Barel

A

1-3

1-3

BC

4-9

4-7

D

10-11

8-11

ITC C10

-

7-9

ITC D4

-

10-11

Table 3.1: The tile rows contained in various LB and EB calorimeter compart
ments.
There are 11 transverse rows of tiles (tile rows) in modules. The compartments
of LB and EB modules are composed of various tile rows shown in Table (3.1)
Tile-row

A+1/A-1

A+2/A-2

A+3/A-3

A+4/A-4

A+5/A-5

1

14/13

13/14

14

14

15

2

13/14

14/13

14

14

15

3

14/13

13/14

14

14

15

BC+1/BC-1

BC+2/BC-2

BC+3/BC-3

BC+4/BC-4

BC+5/BC-5

4

15/16

16/15

15/16

17/16

16/17

5

16/15

15/16

16/15

16/17

17/16

6

15/16

16/15

15/16

17/16

16/17

7

18/17

18

18

19

19

8

17/18

18

18

19

19

9

18/17

18

18

19

19

D+0/D-0

D+1/D-1

D+2/D-2

D+3/D-3

10

40

40/41

43

50

11

40

41/40

43

50

Table

3.2:

The

numbers of periods

in sub-cells

for Long

Barrel

posi-

tive/negative(1/ 2)
The basic geometrical element, called a period, consists of a set of two master
plates and one set of spacer plates. In a stack this structure repeats itself 16
times in the case of a standard sub-module. Sub-modules are the basic modular
elements of the mechanical assembly and represent the bulk of the calorimeter
absorber structure. Each barrel module consists of 18, and each extended barrel
module of 8 identical standard sub-modules. The Intermediate Tile Calorimeter
(ITC) is the name used to identify the special sub-module used in the 680 mm
wide region between the barrel and extended barrel calorimeters. A side view of
the ITC sub-module is shown in Fig.(3.2). The 15 mm end-plate provides the
backbone for the ITC.

Tile-row

A + 6/A -6

A+7/A-7

A + 8/A -8

A+9/A-9

A+10/A-10

1

16/15

16

17/18

19/18

16

2

15/16

16

18/17

18/19

16

3

16/15

16

17/18

19/18

16

BC+6/B C -6

BC+7/BC-7

BC+8/B C -8

BC+9/BC-9

4

18

19/18

20

17/18

5

18

18/19

20

18/17

6

18

19/18

20

17/18

7

20/21

22/21

20

8

21/20

21/22

20

9

20/21

22/21

20

Table 3.3: The numbers of periods in sub-cells for Long Barrel module posi
tive/negative(2/ 2)
Cell

# periods per cell

Cell

# periods per cell

Cell

# periods per cell

A 12

9

B11

16

C10

5

A13

25

B12

27

A14

28

B13

30

D4

17

A15

30

B14

32

D5

65

A16

48

B15

35

D6

75

Table 3.4: The numbers of periods in sub-cells for Extended barrel module

3.3 Calibration of the Tile Calorimeter
An overview of the ATLAS calorimeter system is given in Section (3 ). This chapter
discusses the calibration of the Tile calorimeter.
Each tile-calorimeter cell can be divided into three sections for calibration
purposes; the optical part consisting of the scintillator and fibres, the photomul
tiplier tubes, and the front-end electronics which shape and digitize the light
signals. A calibration and monitoring system is used to certify each of these parts
independently.
- The 137Cs Calibration system (Cs)
- The Laser System
- The Charge injection system (CIS)
- Minimum bias monitoring system (MB)

Figure 3.1: The layout of cells (solid line) and tile rows (dashed lies) in barrel
(left), extended barrel (right) and ITC (cells D4 and C10) sections of calorimeter.
Also shown are lines of fixed pseudorapidity.

Figure 3.2: Intermediate Tile Calorimeter sub-module design with 15 mm endplate.

3.3.1

The

Cs Calibration system (Cs)

The 137Cs system is used as the primary tool to set-up the EM scale and equalize
the response of all calorimeters cells, [17]. The goal is to maintain the stability
of the energy calibration at the level of 0.5%. During calibration runs a radioac
tive 137Cs (Ey = 0.662 MeV, t 1/ 2 = 30.2 y) 7-source passes through all Tilecal
cells, through holes in every scintillating tile. Cs decays by a pure beta decay to
a metastable nuclear isomer of barium Ba-137m, which consequently emits 662
keV photons. An absorption length for such photon in iron is ~ 1.9 cm, while in
scintillator it is more than one order of magnitude larger. Most of the photons
thus interacts in the iron close to the Cs pipe by Compton's scattering and pho
toelectric effect, ejecting electrons into the scintillator, where the detected light is
produced. The size of the area, where this light is produced was measured in [18].
A sample of 137Cs source is shown in Fig. (3.3). The holes for cesium are located

13 mm from the outer radius edge of the trapezoidal-shaped tiles, as depicted in
Fig. (2.6).

Figure 3.3: Sample of

Cs source used at the cesium calibration system.

Figure 3.4: P M T current as a function of source position measured in tile periods,
for three adjacent cells.
There are two different methods used to calculate the TileCal response to Ce
sium radioactive source: Integral and amplitude method. Integral method is faster
(was used in test beam), but the amplitude method provides more information
about individual tiles [20].
In the integral method, the area under the curves is evaluated and divided
by the cell width (width=18 mm * n periods per cell, Table(3.4)), such as is de
picted in Fig. (3.4). The repeatability of integral method is about 0.2 % for most
calorimeter cells but slightly worst for the ITC cell C10 where there are only 5
tiles in a single row.
In the amplitude method a fit is performed to the response of individual tiles,

characterizing the signal as the sum of Gaussian and symmetric exponential to
describe the tails. This method provides information for individual tiles and is
used for special detailed scans, when the quality of the module is checked. The
study showed that along a radial line through the center of the tiles, the ampli
tude of the total signal from PM Ts increases by 1 to 2 % /cm moving from the
inner edge to the outer edge, independently of size tile. This effect has been also
confirmed on studies with beam test particles, in particular with muons at 90°.
It has been used for the final correction factors.

3.3.2

The Laser System

The laser system uses laser fibres and commercial LEDs as light sources. A
frequency-doubled Nd :YVO4 laser is used to produce light pulses with a wave
length of 532 nm and width of ~ 10 ns, synchronized to the 40 MHz bunch
crossing clock. It is found to be 0.5%, showing that the PM Ts are stable over
the duration of the study and that the accuracy of the laser system matches the
design goal.

3.3.3

The Charge injection system (CIS)

The CIS system is located on the 3-in-1 card. The electric charge collected in every
TileCal P M T is passed to bi-gain amplifiers (gain ratio of 64). Both high-gain and
low-gain outputs are simultaneously digitized in two 10-bit ADCs. The output of
the low-gain (high-gain) channel is used when the value of the signal amplitude
measured by the channel is larger (smaller) than ~ 12.5 pC, respectively. During
the CIS calibration runs the linearity of response of both the ADCs and the frontend electronics is measured together with the absolute response in ADC counts
per pC. A 2% non-linearity in the low gain was measured and corrected.

3.3.4

Minimum bias monitoring system (M B )

The minimum bias monitoring system is based on the background of inelastic proton-proton collisions at small momentum transfers. These processes lead to the
so-called minimum bias (M B) events with a rate proportional to the LHC lumi
nosity. The MB signals produce non-negligible occupancies in all Tile Calorimeter
cells. The rates vary substantially with depth in the calorimeter. The full poten
tial of MB system can only exploited with the real data.

Beam test set-up and event
selection
Beam test during period (2001-2003) was conducted in the H8 beam line of the
CERN SPS with 12% of all production modules of the tile calorimeter. In general,
the beam composition was a mixture of hadrons, muons and electrons. Therefore,
the H8 beam line consisted of a variety of detectors to conrol beam quality and
position and to identify different types of particles. A schematic view of detectors
used in the beam line is shown in Fig. (4.1).

Figure 4.1: Schematic layout of the H8 beam line instrumentation. The Individual
components and acronyms are explained in the text.
The beam position was measured with five beam chambers (BC). Three beam
scintillators (S) were used for triggers. Threshold Čerenkov counters were used
to distinguish electrons and pions at low energies.
Modules were placed on a scanning table capable of placing modules at any
desired position and angle with respect to the incoming particles. The prototype
Module 0 is the lowest in a stack of three modules. The middle layer is a pro
duction barrel module, and the top layer is either a pair of production extended

barrel modules (as shown in Fig. (4.2)). The Module 0 prototype was used in all
beam test periods as a reference module for the later studies of aging effects.

Figure 4.2: TileCal modules as stacked on the scanning table at the H8 beam.
The arrows indicate the beam directions used in the studies.
TileCal beam test studies include characterizing the detector with different
particle types. Data were collected with beams of electrons, hadrons and muons
at various energies and in the following geometries:
- Beam incident at the center of the front face of each A cell at ±20° from
the normal (n = 0);
- Beam incident at projective angles across the front face of the calorimeters;
- Beam incident at the sides of the calorimeters into the center of each tile
row. This is referred to as 90° measurements.
The electron beam determines electromagnetic (EM) scale by measuring sig
nals of beam particles at known energies. Electrons are also used to verify the
linearity of response vs. energy and to test the detector uniformity and its energy
resolution.
W ith all particle beams two sets of selection criteria were usually applied.
Single particle events were first selected, by using detectors placed in the beam
line. The second set of selection criteria was specific to the type of particle be
ing studied. For beam energies Ebeam > 10 GeV, muons were easily rejected by
requiring the total measured energy to be Etot > 5 GeV. For electron/hadron
separation, two shower profile criteria were used. In addition, for energies of 20
GeV and below, an upstream Čerenkov counter was used to improve electron
identification.

4.1

Muon beam test

Muons were used to measure of the EM calibration constant at 90°, determine
of uniformity of response within modules and of response to muons at projective

angles. Muons with an energy of 180 GeV and incident at 90° to the module
symmetry plane were used to study the photo-electron yield for all eleven tile sizes
in the detector (monitoring the photo-electron yield checks for any deterioration
in time of the optical response of the calorimeter) [20].
The TileCal response to high-energy muons follows a Landau-type distribu
tion with characteristically long tails (caused by radiative processes and ener
getic 5-rays). The most obvious definition of the muon signal, namely the mostprobable (peak) value of the signal divided by the muon path length, displays a
significant residual dependence on the path length that makes it unsuitable for
studies of the calorimeter response uniformity. Instead, the mean value of the
measured muon energy loss spectrum truncated at 97.5% (TM97.5) of the total
number of entries was adopted.
The difference between the Cs and 90° muon signals is larger for the larger
tiles situated at greater radii. On the other hand, the response of tiles at their
center is 1.035 times higher than their response averaged over the whole surface,
and this ratio is the same for all tiles. Therefore the response to 90° muons
provides an unbiased measurement of the response of cells, and must be used to
correct the cell intercalibration based on the Cs source signal.
In doing this analysis one must take into account further systematics that
affect the muon response. The most important effect is that the average signal
from the first cell traversed by muons is lower than that from the next cells.
This is due to the fact that the EM showers associated to large radiative losses
or to very energetic 5-rays, which can take place in any cell, will partially be
deposited in subsequent cells. Therefore the muon signal in the first cell is up
to 10% lower than in subsequent cells, depending on the cell size. To avoid this
bias the cells first traversed by muons are excluded from the tile-row segment
uniformity analysis. Smaller systematic effects are associated with the residual
truncated mean dependence on the cell size and with the variation of radiative
energy deposit along the muon tracks.
These effects are reproduced by MC simulations and were corrected based on
simulation results.

Result of muon beam test
analysis
Beam test calibration of TileCal modules via muons were performed in several
periods during 2002-2003, as listed in Table (? ? ). Module positioning this beam
test run is shown in Fig. 5.1. The muon beam inpinges the center of each of
the eleven tile rows at incident angle +90° or -9 0 ° . Therefore, the muon beam
traverses the middle of each tile at d = ±90° (parallel with z axis). The response
to muons for each calorimeter cell is proportional to the length of the muon path
the cell, and thus ideally uniform within a tile row. The determination of cell
length is illustrated in Section 3.3.1. The most important application of muon
Year

Periods

2002

June

July

August

2003

June

July

-

Table 5.1: Standalone beam test periods
data is the measurement of the response of cells as a function of radial depth,
which allows setting the EM scale in the two radial compartments (BC, D) and
provides a tool for determining correction factors. The factor for the first radial
compartment A is set to one, in order to preserve the EM scale as determined
with electrons at 20°.
This part of the data analysis is focused on the study of the uniformity of the
individual cell response in the second and third calorimeter compartments (BC,
D ). The weights in the second and third radial compartments are evaluated as
the inverse ratio of the mean muon signal in the respective tile-rows to the mean
signal of the three A-cell tile-rows, where the muon signals are averaged over
all modules exposed to the muon beams. As a result of the analysis, correction

factors to the Cs source calibration, here referred to as the particle/Cs correction
factors, are needed to preserve the EM scale in all calorimeter compartments.

Figure 5.1: The movable table in test beam area with Module 0 (bottom ), long
barrel and two extended barrel (on top).
All information required for the data analysis (i.e. such as energy, noise or
parameters measured by beam line detectors) was obtained from nine beam test
periods and written to an ntuple. For the analysis of the ntuples, the objectoriented data analysis framework R O O T has been used.
The analysis of these data consists of following parts:
1. Accounting bad photomultiplier tubes (PM Ts). The scintillating light of
each cell is read by two photomultiplier tubes as was mentioned in Section
(3.2).
2. Set up of an appropriate event selection (quality creteria for some of the
event characteristics) independent for each period.
3. Determination of mean value of the measured muon energy loss spectrum
and its truncation at 97.5% of the events estimates truncated mean value
(TM97.5).
The list of bad PM Ts is in Table (5.3). Physics events were selected by requiring,
Trigger = 1 (the trigger type was defined as 1=physics, 2=laser, 4=pedestal,
8=CIS). In order to obtain collimated beam events with the minimal divergence
the appropriate criteria must be applied to the event selection. G ood physics
events were selected, such that particles that are well collimated and have not
undergone any interactions in beam line before reaching the calorimeters. The
impact point parameters X imp and Yimp represent the entering point of the par
ticle in the module and were extrapolated from the position coordinates x\ and

y 1 (x2 and y2) measured in the first (second) beam chamber. TM97.5 is the main
characteristic of the muon signal for our analysis and it can be normalized to the
number of periods of tile row, per cell, per tile row or per cm. In the analysis
of beam test data normalized per tile row segment is used. In some parts of the
analysis, to be able to compare the muon signal of segments of different size,
we normalized the TM97.5 to the number of periods of the tile row segment in
pC or M eV /cm . For each period triggers were selected to be loosely consistent
with muon signals by requiring between 1.2 pC to 46 pC for the extended barrel
modules.
The extended barrel modules used during the beam tests were made from
different type of scintillator. Type of scintillator for given periods are listed in
Table (5.2)
Module name

Muon

EB+

EB-

beam

June 2002

IFA59

ANL08

180 GeV, 9 = ±90°

July 2002

IFA42

ANL44

180 GeV, 9 = ±90°

August 2002

IFA09

ANL27

180 GeV, 9 = ±90°

June 2003

ANL03

ANL23

180 GeV, 9 = ±90°

July 2003

ANL30

IFA27

180 GeV, 9 = ±90°

Beam test period

Table 5.2: The modules

5.1

Beam test result for tile rows

The main goal of this part of the analysis is the determination of correction
factors to the Cs source calibration, referred to as the particle/Cs correction
factors. Therefore, particles traversing the calorimeter along the centers of each
tile row provide a tool suitable for evaluating the particle/Cs correction. Within
each tile-row, signals were summed over the whole length of extended barrel
modules (special ITC cells C10, D4 are excluded). This approach avoids the
small systematic effects due to the residual signal dependence on the muon path
length and the decrease of radiative muon energy losses along the muon track.

5.1.1

June 2002 beam test runs period

In the case of June data there was found one inoperational photomultiplier tube.
The dead photomultiplier tubes found in this period are listed in Table (5.3). A
problem was found in tile row number 7. In the BC compartment, tiles of different
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Figure 5.2: Spectra for set up appropriate event selection. The characteristics
muon signal measured by beam line detectors.

Beam test period

Bad PMTs

June 2002

9 negative

July 2002

Ok

August 2002

22, 37 positive

June 2003

7 positive

July 2003

Ok

Table 5.3: List of bad photomultiplier tubes for individual beam test periods

size for the module IFA059 are also made of different scintillators. This could be
one the reason for the different behavior of the module IFA059. More detailed
study of this problem can be seen in [21] . The selection criteria for the muon
beam profile are as follows:
300 < S 1cou < 1000

(5.1)

200 < S3cou < 450

(5.2)

|Xcha2 — Xcha1| < 15

(5.3)

—16 < Ycha2 — Ycha1 < 15

(5.4)

|Ximp| < 18

(5.5)

—14 < Y im p < 14

(5.6)

Plot on Fig. (5.3) shows the response to transversal muons on each tile row
segment. The muon response clearly depends on the tile row number. TM97.5
of first tile row is smaller than second one, as was expected, and is caused by
different fiber lengths.

5.1.2

July 2002 beam test runs period

In the July 2002 data there are no known problems. TM97.5 decreases with
increasing tilerow

for a givencompartment. The effect of the

the same aswasmentioned for

first tile row is

the June 2002 data.TM97.5 in third

tile row is

significantly lower. This effect was observed in long barrel data as well,the result
are shownin Fig.(5.4).

The selection criteria for themuon beam profile

for this

period use:

—

300 < S1cou < 1000

(5.7)

200 < S3cou < 400

(5.8)

|Xcha2 — Xcha1| < 10

(5.9)

10 < Ycha2 — Y ch a l < 15

(5.10)

Figure 5.3: TM97.5 signal normalized to tile row in pC for Extended Barrel m od
ules. Different markers colors mark beam direction and type of module. Module
is divided into compartments by red lines. Compartment A consists of 1-3 tile
rows, compartment BC consists of 4-7 tile rows and tile rows 8-11, comprise
compartment D.

5.1.3

\Ximp\ < 15

(5.11)

- 1 4 < Y im p < 20

(5.12)

August 2002 beam test runs period

Because of an observed HV problem in the Negative Extended Barrel module, the
August 2002 data are unusable for another analysis (see Fig. (5.5)). The selection
criteria for the muon beam profile are as follows:

5.1.4

300 < S 1cou < 1000

(5.13)

280 < S3cou < 440

(5.14)

\Xcha2 — Xcha1\ < 12

(5.15)

15 < Ycha2 — Ycha1 > 18

(5.16)

\Ximp\ < 20

(5.17)

—18 < Y im p > 24

(5.18)

July 2003 beam test runs period

The plot depicted in Fig. (5.6) shows a unexpected behavior for the July 2003
period caused by a problem with the alignment o f the beam. A similar problem
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was observed in Long Barrel data analysis. The selection criteria for the muon
beam profile for runs r0340363.root - r0340372.root are as follows:
300 < S1cou < 700

(5.19)

200 < S3cou < 600

(5.20)

—20 < X cha2 — X cha1 < 6

(5.21)

—12 < Ycha2 — Ycha1 < 15

(5.22)

—6 < X im p < 0

(5.23)

—5 < Y i m p < 3

(5.24)

The selection criteria for the muon beam profile for runs r0340373.root - r0340402.root
are as follows:

5.1.5

300 < S1cou < 800

(5.25)

200 < S3cou < 500

(5.26)

— 14 < X cha2 — X cha1 < —2

(5.27)

—28 < Y cha2 — Y ch a 1 < 28

(5.28)

— 18 < X im p < 0

(5.29)

—25 < Y im p < 18

(5.30)

Conclusions

In the beam tests analysis, about 25 000 muons were shot at d = ±90° into the
center o f every tile row in each dedicated run. These muons penetrate through
all scintillating and iron plates from one side of the module to the other. We
extracted one signal per tile row segment in our analysis. During analysis, we
observed several expected systematic effects.
The mean muon signal per tile row reflects the different fiber length and the
tile shape effects. The tile size increases with tile row number. Hence, the light
collected by fibers from the tile edges decreases with tile row number. This effect
is due to the light attenuation inside of the tile. Then, the effect o f the tile size
introduces a decreasing muon signal with the tile row number, as can seen from
the plot in Figure (5.7) for tiles sitting on the same fibers: 1 and 3 or 4 and
6. This effect is compensated by the opposite behavior introduced by the fiber
length. As is shown in Figure (5.7) the signal from the first tile row is smaller
than the second because the fiber length to the photomultiplier is longer and
hence the attenuation o f light along the longer fiber is more important than in
tile row number 3.
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Compartment

Barrel

Extended Barrel

A

1.000

1.000

BC

1.025 ± 0.002

1.009± 0.005

D

1.088 ± 0.005

1.055±0.003

Table 5.4: The particle/Cs correction factors for the middle (BC) and the last
(D) calorimeter compartment to keep EM scale equalized in all cell in barrel and
extended models
The result of this part our analysis is the determination of particle/Cs cor
rection factors from muons at 90° for the second and third radial compartments
in the Extended Barrel modules. They are calculated as ratios o f the mean signal
of the tile rows of the first compartment to the mean signal of the tile rows of
the second and third compartments. Multiplicative factors obtained during this
analysis are listed in Table (5.4). The mean muon signals are averaged over the
six Extended Barrel modules analyzed. The response to muons normalized by
path length used for determination of the particle/Cs corrections is shown in Fig.
(5.7). The signals are expressed in units o f energy per unit muon path length,
obtained applying the EM scale calibration of 1.05 p C /G eV and the ratio of
electron-to-muon response (e /^ = 0.91) for 180 GeV muons.

Figure 5.7: Results for extended barrel modules are presented. The muon response
summed over the full calorimeter module length in the 90° configuration, averaged
over all analyzed modules and divided by the muon path length (255.5 cm in
extended barrel module, end-plates excluded). The dashed lines show the edges
of radial compartments (A, BC and D from left to right), for which the particle/Cs
correction factors are computed. Details are given in the text.

Figure 5.8: TM97.5 signal normalized to M eV /cm for Extended Barrel modules
is depicted for illustration (without addition of EM scale calibration constants
and ratio of electron-to-muon response). Different colors of markers mark beam
direction and type of module. Module is divided to compartments by red lines.
Compartment A consist 1-3 tile rows, compartment BC consist 4-7 tile rows and
8-11 tile rows, there are segments in compartment D.

Conclusion
In the first chapter, some base information about LHC and experiments placed
on it are mentioned. The second chapter, introduces experiment ATLAS whit
its purpose and design of detector ATLAS is introduced also. The next chapter
describes the ATLAS calorimeter system in detail. Another chapter presents test
beam set-up during test beam periods and muon test beam. In the rest of work,
the results are discussed.
This work deal with calibration of hadronic calorimeter TileCal by muon beam
test. Muon beams provided an inter-calibration of the response of all calorimeter
cells. TileCal modules were primary calibrated with radioactive cesium source and
the EM scale in the first calorimeter compartment was set with electron beams.
The muon beams incident at 90° and traversing over the whole length of TileCal
modules provide tool for determination of calibration constant. Multiplicative
factors obtained during this analysis must be applied to the signal from the all
compartments (A, BC, D) to keep EM scale uniform and to achieve radial depth
independence.
The goal of our analysis is the determination of particle/Cs correction factors
from muons at 90° for the second and third radial compartments in the Extended
Barrel modules. They are calculated as ratios of the mean signal of the tile rows of
the first compartment to the mean signal of the tile rows of the second and third
compartments. Multiplicative factors obtained during this analysis are listed in
Table (5.4). The mean muon signals are averaged over the six Extended Barrel
modules analyzed. The response to muons normalized by path length used for
determination of the particle/Cs corrections is shown in Fig. (5.7). The signals
are expressed in units of energy per unit muon path length, obtained applying the
EM scale calibration of 1.05 pC /G eV and the ratio of electron-to-muon response
(e /^ = 0.91) for 180 GeV muons.
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